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About This Game

'Unlimited escape 2' is an action / strategy game with unpredictable dynamics.

The adventure of our hero continues beyond the legend, with new scenarios and dangers!
The protagonist of the game will walk and explore endless mazes procedurally generated and will have a single mission: to save

the prisoners scattered in the path leading them to the point of rescue.

The main character must also defend these prisoners from the enemies that appear in every part of the playing field. The main
feature of the game is the complete procedural generation of scenarios and lighting, which allows an unlimited variety of play.
With the advance of the levels, the game scenarios are becoming larger and intricate, with ever greater dangers. The number of

game levels is unlimited, and the game stores statistics and many score rankings to increase the charm and challenge.

The aim of the game is to save a number of prisoners in the maze of each level, and to do this you have to group them and bring
them to a save point placed randomly within the maze. In the path appear enemies that chase you and kill the prisoners who

need to save. When you will shoot the enemies you have to be careful not to kill the prisoners to save. The groups of prisoners
are scattered randomly in the path of each level, and to find them you'll have to explore the maze by seeking help from the map

on the top screen. Enemy bases are scattered randomly in the path, and these bases are colored red. The save point instead is
colored blue.

Each level is a maze that is always different, unpredictable and randomly generated, as well as lights and lighting used in the
level. In this way the game dynamics are always new. The number of levels is infinite, as well as the score that can be achieved.

Are stored up to 100 high scores and statistics, so we challenge everyone to become legends and heroes! With the advance of the
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levels, the game gets bigger, richer and difficult. The number of enemy bases increase with advancing levels, as the number of
prisoners to be saved.
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Title: Unlimited Escape 2
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Carlo D'Apostoli Projects
Publisher:
Strategy First
Release Date: 22 Apr, 2015
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English
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Bought all 5 versions to date.

All around excellent game I rate it 5/5.

Love the scouting, trading and tactic mechanics.

The only thing it needs is a simple multiplayer, they currently have a multiplayer, but is super confusing and I have never gotten
it to work.. The original ArcaniA was quite a bland RPG experience and this game promises more of the same, only worse.
Linear questing, one or two items worth crafting and finishes quite quickly in a cutscene that gives you a sense of release rather
than of accomplishment. I enjoyed it only because it was short and mindless. The conversations are still awkward, and the
developer tries to show off how you can converse with more than one person at a time (wow) and how you can play other
characters in their own mini-adventure. Buy only if it is on special.. I don't know what so many peaople are talking about, I find
this DLC very good and I spend about 5h in it.
Keep hating everything and there will only be games like Fortnite.. To pro can I learn. i have no one to play with but this game is
good. Beautiful construction but underwhelming gameplay. The voice acting is without peer, the scripting and the staging
(literally, you're on a stage) is awesome, and the dancing and visuals are beautiful. But as a game, it felt very... empty. Like my
participation was only incidental to the story. Pretty much the only thing you can do is capture 4 red petals. The capture of these
petals progress the storyline.

As a side note, this production is height-discriminatory. My 6 year old daughter wanted to play, but really couldn't reach the
petals during interactive stages.. Most pap guns look good.. Thumbs down
The developer removed most of the achievements in this game and added an achievement which is broken
Therefore, we not only lost many achievements but also a perfect game
Congratulations! You lost a customer and angered many achievement hunters
I won't buy any of your games anymore. There is no point in this game. Like u steal a car and the go back and steel a new one
you can go you your garage but u can only train on lockpicking ect and showcase the cars you have stolen! PLZ dont buy this
crap not worth the money
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Superfunny to play with friends. Really didn't enjoy this. It's basically a movie that you watch sentence by sentence. That's not
an enjoyable way to watch a movie. It's not particularly clever, the storyline isn't smart either. I pretty much got it in half an
hour.

Because you can find anything, right from the word go, if you search the wrong word, you can finish the game, such as it is,
almost immediately. The rest is just nuances.

It's a shame, because it's a decent concept and the acting isn't too bad.

I got this in a sale and I still feel ripped off.. I stumbled upon this vn a while ago, got really curious about it and added it to my
wishlist. Surprisingly, it went on sale a few weeks afterwards, so I just had to buy it. And here I am after sitting through it for 3
days to say how surprised I am with it. I did not expect to enjoy it as I did. So, I would like to say that I only experienced 1 crash
on this game after having been playing it for a bunch of hours. Aside from that, it ran smoothly.

\u2606Story
I see this as a coming of age story, because the characters do some amazing development along the way. It has a lot of routes and
side stories that I enjoyed throgoutedly. The writing is on point, I really loved it. This vn also deals with PTSD, the way it was
handled felt really nice as well. I felt enthralled by the way the story developed, the plot twists and the ending were really nice as
well. Even the characters I liked the least, I still enjoyed their routes. It felt like everything was perfectly placed together, and
that it need to be fully read so you can have the best experience.

\u2606Characters
I really liked the MC, she has a nice personality and she develops differently in each route. She was nicely written, and I like
how she acts in most of the routes. How her connection with the guys change her, the impact it has on her and on her feelings. I
really liked 3 out of the 5 male characters. Hikage was by far my favorite, I thought his was the best route. I love this kind of
character. And ever since I laid my eyes on him I knew I would like him. Yamato's route was very nicely written, I loved the
development of his character and the plot felt very natural as well. Monshiro was really sweet. In the other hand Kagiha and
Karasuba annoyed the hell out of me. Their routes were ok, the writing was good. For Kagiha I can kind of understand him a
little better, but Karasuba I just thoughoutly disliked. His personality annoyed me and I could not get attached to him.

\u2606Art
The art feels very solid and beautiful, I had a hard time holding myself back not to take too many screenshots (and kind of
failed miserably). I loved the characters designs, they reminded me of Amnesia: Memories. The CGs are really beautiful,
Yamato is so handsome oh my.

\u2606Music
The music is nice and fits most of the scenes, but can become somewhat repetitive after a while.

A solid 8\/10. I really do recomend this vn for anyone who likes mystery, drama and coming of age stories.

How can you forgive yourself for the things you've done? How can you forgive yourself for the person you did not become?. In-
depth command doctrines (each one gives you a completely different experience)
.
оптимизация лажа
войска выглядят эпично но как только сталкиваются , в общем анимации никакой
что радует игра на глобальной карте но этого маловато. THIS REVIEW WILL ONLY BE HELPFUL IF YOU LIKE
KOREAN VOICE ACTORS FROM CHERITZ GAMES AND/OR BLs:

seriously. don't read on if you don't like either :x

I've just spent way too long updating vndb accordingly to edit and include all of the VAs but...MY GOODNESS.My revelations
below. If you don't care for VAs, skip below the horrendous bulleting.

VA Comparison below with other otomes in case anyone cared even half as much as I did:
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 Nameless Lance = Alex
[**] The Ice Prince is back as a British Gentleman

 Nameless Yujin = Theodore
[**] LOL YAS my favorite glasses-wearing-skeleton-loving Doc is back as another man in uniform...in glasses...with
another obsession...

 Nameless Yeon-ho = Laurence
[**] My least Nameless favorite character redeemed as my favorite route in Beyond Eden

 Nameless Red = Oscar
[**] Nameless' Hero of Justice as the next Baron in line and the epitome of a true Gentleman? YAAS

 Nameless Yuri = Doctor Morris
[**] My favorite Nameless character in an even more mature role but...his route wasn't easy to listen/read through
because I liked him so much T_T

 Mystic Messenger Yoosung = Edward
[**] This revelation made me gasp. I never really really liked Yoosung but got intrigued with Edward and wasn't
disappointed. HOMEBOI NEEDS A ROUTE DEVS

 While I'm wishing...can the Baron get a route too? :> redemption story? insight into his thinking? mebs? n,n

 Essentially, if you want to hear these VAs in more mature, adult scenarios and enjoy or don't mind BL, GET THIS
GAME. YOU WON'T REGRET IT.

So outside of the VA fangirling, the plot is pretty interesting as you can garner from the summary and from other reviews so I
won't divulge here. And although there isn't MUCH romance, there is great character development in some of the routes not
only for the MC/Alex but for the other characters as well. It's honestly one of those games where I ended up not really playing
for the sexual content (although...no complaints :x huhuuu), but I actually wanted to read on and see what the heck some of the
characters were thinking/planning/going to do next.

also let me just say, based on some of the reviews, i was fearing the ends/routes were going to be soul crushingly awful but they
are NO WHERE as bad as I thought. Yes, there's non-con smexy time and one route in particular was a bit hard to read through
(my poor Yuri ;_;) but none seriously questioned my sanity or in humanity that made me want to mind bleach the hell out of my
memories (cough DMMD COUGH CHOKE COUGH Hadaka ♥♥♥♥♥uji ugh).

My only issues would be:

 Kind of short for a $30+ game and doesn't have full voice acting (even though I went back and chose every single
dialogue choice available (because I really wanted to see the different character reactions, worth it!), got every ending,
procured every CG and it all took less than 18 hours).

 Wish they offered subtitles in both the original Korean alongside English

 The only other issue I had was that some of the endings...didn't feel like endings. Felt like I read the penultimate chapter
and the book just ends! I really craved for an epilogue or something with more closure, but maybe they can add DLCs?
If so...THAT'D BE PERFECTION.

But seriously, this game would be one of my BL favs, potentially rivalling Luckydog, NYT, coming out on top and lowkey
DMMD orz So if you like BLs with a bit of intrigue, complex characters, and don't mind not having a lovey dovey romance but
still just as satisfying character interactions, get the game or at least test out the demo :]. Kind of dull, but I guess relaxing, the
animation is not smooth enough for ME to call it beautiful, but if you're looking for fun, this game is not your type... or my type
unfortunately... I got bored pretty fast, just look at my hours played.. add some OS off-road engines to this package and it would
be better seems everything is for on-road =( waste of money
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